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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS
FOR CHILDREN'S TELEVISION WORKSHOP

Prepared by: K.G. O'Bryan, 0.I.S.E.

The studies were conducted during 1973-1974 on45

a number of comic book presentation styles as viewed
by children classified as good, poor, and functionally
illiterate "readers".

The methodology consisted of the preparation of
slides of single pages from a variety of comic books
containing a widf'range of action7-to-print

variability,
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or complexity of art work, different degrees of vocab-
ulary difficulty and a range of subjectrmatter. The
original study was followed by others for Validation
and for specific

reference ,to Spidey Super Stories.
The purpose of the studis was to defihe some
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overlays of the actuAl comic book page and compdtations

was used to record corneally reflected eye movement
patterns which.were then photographed at 10 frames Per

were made on the basis of real-time viewing patterns.
This procedure was followed for all subsequent studies.
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The subjects chosen for the research were drawn

from the 'Toronto- area and were pretested on a series

bf standard reading tests 'matched to teachers' astessments.

Because of the expense and complexity of eyemOvement

research,- the numbers of subjects.:were usually restrictqa

to 15 in each cell-of each study. This is quite sufficient

to provide reliable results -however, especially when they

are replicated. Nevertheless, it would have been

valuable toJiave hail the resources to test larger numbers,

especially in.the poor readers c gory.

All research was cOnducted'in the laboratories

of the Orltario InStitute for Studies in Education and

is the joint effort of tfie author, Harry Sil%Cerman,

Ruth' B'adanes, and Karen Mock.

RESULTS:

Study 1

sf,

The original study was a fact-finding formative

research effort directed at establishing, basic guidelines

for the, development of the most effective comic book

layout and content possible for poor readers. The summary

which. follows touches only on the more significant

findings of those reported in meetings jat c.T.1471, "Pre

research reports of study 1 are on file aE. CI T.W. and

.

and available on request.;
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Essentially, the following major
points w re

noted in Study 1.

. (i) Iihenever'good
readers were shown apomic

book page, they inevitably
read all the,

wcirds, usually
before they made a close

examination of the artwork and often in

integration with salient
features of the

art work. By44ontrast,,poor
readers al-

mostmost always were attracted to the art work.

first and rarely attempted an extended

effort to read the print, while the functional

illiterates never made more than cursory

i.
efforts to read. In fact, they appeared to

,

actively avoid print, especially when it

was presented to them in large chunks.

(ii) Good readers
displayed a systematic reading

pattern easily discernible in the movie

records. They consistently
read from left

to right in the planned order of arranged

,sequences and quite often referred to key

elements in the artistic layout as they

read cues in the print. By sharp contrast,

poor re4ders4 eyd movement patterns .displayed

generally haphazard attack with many more
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off-stimulus
'fixations

and randoM attention;

to Order of planned print. Functionally,

illiterate'
subjects rarely displayed

anything but random, unsystematic
viewing

patterns and even appeared to have diffi'ulty

in examining pictures
`.LLApriatently , the

.

functionally
illiterate has problems in

viewing any visual
display even when print

is at a minimum.
It is unlikely, therefore,

that the illiterate
will be helped by comic

strip or book presentation
without very

extensive rethinking of presentation

modes.

(iii) Print presentation
variables were clearly

important factors. In brief, our findings

from Study 1 indicated that: (a) Blocks of

print should be avoided as much as possible\

since this mass of print tended to'overwhelm

the eyemovement
patterns of the po6r readers.

(b) Where
blocks were used, it' Was apparent

that they
should be short. number of

included words, well spaced and very clearly

printed. (c) Balloons were easily"the
most

effective means of generating
looking be-

(/

(/

ha.viour approximating
reading patterns among

5
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the poorer
readers.

Several balloon

formats were examined and results indicated'

that balloons with sagged edges induced

higher degrees of eyemovement
concentration.

That is, the children
looked at this type

of balloon format most often. "Think

balloons"
also had a very high attention-

getting power.
Square or rectangular

balloons were.leSs effective
and multiple

balloons, beyond two to a frame, were

very often confusing
to the poor readers

and appeai'ed to have strong negative

effects on reading efforts. In short,

balloons are better than blocks of print

and balloons with emphasis
edges always

attract
higher eye movement fixations than

standard or square balloons.
This is

probablythe
result of their novelty level

or impact potential
and they therefore'

'might beyaluable
to introduce new words

or more difficult
wards and sentences.

In all likelihood,
their value would

diminish were they used exclusively,
there-

,

-fore we recommend that balloons be used



before blocks (which should be avoided as

much as possible)
and that special impact

balloons be re-served for
the key educational

tasks in the comic. (d) Print size appears

,

to be a relevant
variable not so much' in

terms of absolute size' as in the variability

Of'size and intensity.
Our data suggest

that clearly printed, moderately-large

well spaced words are desirable iay general,

but that variation in print-size is
more

important.
If the key thought, word' or

intention is presented in larger, higher-

intensity
(thicker) print than

the rest of

-

the sentence,
there is clear evidence in

Study 1 that this will substantially
increase

the looking behaviour of poor readers at

the print in question.
This is not to say

they will necessarily
read it (although

later studies indicate that this is so)

but they certainly will look at it. 'This

finding applies to both balloons and print,

s
and has been replicated in later research.

:(e) Amount of print per frame. Good readers

tolerate almost any amount of print per

/1'
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frame and in fact, seem to enj9y the'comic

book more if it contains substantial

amounts of print.
Th4 is definitely

not ,

the'case
for poor readers who rapidly

give up on print-loaded
frames. They give

a cursory glance at the art work and turn--

to the 'next 'Stimulus.-
By-and-large,

more

than ten-words
to a frame appeared to

produce a definite turn- and more than

two balloons produced
t e same effect.- It

was better tb have t balloont very

clearly attached
to the speaker. involved

and to avoid complexity
in theirarr:angement.

This..wasonot
so for good readers who seemed,

rather, to\ enjoy such complexity.
When

the arrange
ent of balloons and. boxes and

complexity
f print are considered

together,

the following
general pkinciples

appear to

o

be valid: Print should be kept to less

than ten words .per
balloon or box;.if

multiple balloons are used the amount of

printin
them should also be reduced;

balloons should be very clearly attached to

their speaker, and boxes should
contain as

0
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fewkwords as possible. (f) Relationship

of words to action. The most striking

featuie of the results was the .way 'in

which many.ohildren
wefe able,to avoid the

necessity of reading by'being
ably to

invent stories
(often very much like the

original) from examination
of the pictures

alone.
This is a very serious problem for

the comic book writer and we offer some

tuilgeptionS',With
caution:

The pictures
should be interesting

in ,

- -

themselves
but the continuity

between.them

8.

should not be too explicit.
In other words,

our data have-Some-indications
that children

will attempt to read when they(need the

information
to establish the story- line.,

If the story-line
can be integrated

with

thepictures.
so that it (the print) is

dominant, the chances of if being read are

likely to be much increased.
Here,the use

of "flash"
balloons may be most ,important

as these definitely
catch the eye movements

of all groups.
The key story-line

could be

carried in the flash balloons pi-Ovided they

9



are reasonably
sparingly,

used toavoid

habituation.
Another" indication

in the

suggests
that leads from one frame to the

next may be useful; that is, continuation.

of the sentence from one frame,.to
the next.

, -

This should, however, be sparingly used

and will probably work best in cases 'where

the difficulty
level of the material is

Iona . (g) t/herever
possible, print, should,

be positioned
at_thdeye

or mouth level of

the speaker and boxes should be in the :

upper part of the Irame. ;The data indicate

much higher intensity
of fixation patterns.

9.

under these conditions
than is the case

--

when boxes are placed at the bottom of the

frame. (h) Types of art Work: .Action

art work of moderate-to
low complexity

was

the best "read" by the poor readers.
In'

all the examples studied, the Spiderman

type of strongly outlined,
vigorous drawing

-appeared
to develop most interest

and to

create the highest
degree of eyemovement.

If the frame is oversimplified,
little

activity is generated
and very few fixations
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charac

it is v
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row

If the frame is overloaded with

ers and with highly complex activity',

ry Much read.by the good redder,

rears to Overwhelm
the poor reader

atds very low quality Search

for information
and who alMost

10,

but it
s.

who gene

strategic

invaribl

In conclustion

of these variables Were

that'they generally rep

that the
comb'ination o

Worked best for poor, rea

avoids the print.

o Study 1, it is notedthat
many

retested by Badanes
(1974) 'and

cated VJell.
She also noted

in1101-0
an Simple'actien

.rs. Badd stddy wds con-

ducted with more difficul

A

research andqs-hefond
tbld

were, almost double ghat

muli Ilan the first.

read,ing fixations in balloons'
t .

oxes when simple print'was

used. When difficulty jeve

scarcely attempted
*6 read

ferenceS were foun in print

Study 2 '

s were high the 13oor'reader

A limited
study,was un

c

movements -on« the .first edition

all and therefore
no dif-

orders.
.
V

in total, 30 children were test

ertaken
tpieX'dMine eye

f "Spid6y Super Stories".

d bver a
pe'kod of tw

months. Ten of these children w

used as a quasi-control,
group to

re -good readprs. and were

9

rovide a model of the
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reader's approach to the first edition of the

comic. The remaining
children were evenly divided

between boys and giris aged between 9 years '4 months

and 11 years. All were clasSified as poor, readers by

their teachers, and each was ,readihg at least 1 1/2

grades below placement. 'All Were drawn from remedial

reading classes in the Toronto area and tested in the
,

.

b.J.,S.F:.
labotatory on actual slide mounts of the first

?

edition. In summary, the following results were obtained.

1. Goo(Lreaders
reported a thorough'

enjoyment of the

comic and read .each p'age fully, and very quickly.

.

-8

Their eyemovement:pat,tcrns
were consistent with

those of very skilled readers and they encountered

no difficulty with either text, sto4-line drartwork.

2. ,Poor .-readers
displayed marked" improvement in

many'

aspect' of their r ading.from comic book'S insofar

as ,ixation patterns were concerned. Most notAle

of/thes&Were
follows:

(a) Higher intensity
of",fikations on: tile print,

/ especially'sprint
insIde,ballophs.

(b) More systematic attempts of a, reading type.

Clearly the-simplified
print and simple story-:

,

line, effect' found-by Badan6s.was-confirmedin

the firtt edition Leading Patterns, e data

..

.41

0

N
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Sulggethat,poo.
re era, when not overwhelmed

by eitherliighlycomplex,#Aaction

or by too

advanced textual material, willtdirectly
attempt

v,

t&-read the print,.t
This is especially

the casek

whdu Spideymari
speaks so that th6re appears to

be identification
of the priMary,characte-Kin

the S'Ogmenf and an attempt to understand hiS '

utterances.
It would be.endouraging,to

the

creators of Spidey Super Stories to note t.hat-

.

there was much- leis "turn -off"
found in their

comic books thari was apparentin the'previous

studylliwon-compSrisons
in the current study

made on the pridr stimuli. Th effect, there is

evidefte that Spidey Super-Stories
is succeeding

..orrthe first educational count, that of getting

,

the children to look with greater favour on,the

printed word. Success of the cOmic,book as an

,. entertainment
vehicle will of course be measured

by'the more precise
instrument of total sales.

(c) An interesting
ch4nge in eye movement patterns

occurring as childreh
examined the artwork wps

noted. The subjects were. more incliried to look

from the print to the speaker or tct the salient

e

action described by the print. This may suggest

1 3
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a degree of increased comprehen-Aon of the print

and a heightened awareness of the relationship

of print to picture. It, is in marked contrast

to earlier findings in which the poor readers

rarely, if evr, returned to the print. after

they had left it, either in a systematic or

unsystemati fashion. ,

(d) The big frame approach' appeared to be highly

..,acceptahle and thereislas more activity apparent

in general'
viewing of the whole frame.When

very small, 'frames appearep, as in the

"Spifley Signs Up", 'there was evidence o greater

distress amonglpOr readers. It would appear

that the aversive effect of-reading failure is

.4

pervasive, even.to comic books, and that every

care needs to 'be taken to avoid laying stress

.on-the already dibtressed reader.

(e) Follow-up questions produced a. high degree of

support for'"Spidey Super Stories" from poor

readers. Almost dthird claimed it was the

first time they had liked "reading" a comic

r

I

liL book,aliihough almost all regularly bought comic

,

books. This is rather interestg in that two

thirds of the children were clearly'incapable of

reading the pririt in their favored comics

-(Sprdorman,,Archie,
Westcrns,'etc-.).

1
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$ome'negative
findings were apparent

in the

results. The small print siz-and low variability
of

print intensity appeared to trouble some poor readers

as did the small frames found in'large
numbers on some

Page .
It was notable

the data that children in the

poor-reader
group declined in reading eyemovements

much

More quickly on the s all print than on the large print.

Furthermore,
there were clear data that compact

print in

boxes was the least slccessful
of all print presentations.

When, howedir,
print i balloons was

multi -colored
and

multi-sizcd,.reading-
e.eyemovements

were markedly

increased.
This .7.so4vias,the

case for all think and flash

ba-11cns.

There was an initial problem in the first edition

caused by tl,)e very intensive and solidly packed.Print

on thatUirSt
story. page.

'P.14ch of this wasothe copyright

information
but it had a marked negative

effect on poor:

readers which' could explain a generally poor attack

4

,apparent
early in t e story. Indeed, the .worst page in

the entire producti n'was the first story page, ialich

was cluttered,
complex and over-printed.

Other than Ihe difficulty referred to above,

there is cause for confidence
in the progress

made in

the design of "Spidey Super Stories It is markedly

15
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'better than its predecessors
and it has generated

legitimate
reading-type

eyemovementpatterns
in poor'

4

readers.
.

Study 3

Study 3 is in progress
and has been delayed

somewhat by equipment
difficulties

which have now been

-overco e. In this study Edition #2 in total, is being

15.

-exam ned'on a small sample of poor readers.in
direct ,

co parif,,On to other gamic books. This study is first

truly experimental
attempt to test the hypotheses

generated

in-the formative research described.
above.

When com-

kletedStudy
3 will examine the eyemovement

patterns

of 'thirty poor reader
(15 boys and 15-girls)

on,the,..

'!Spidey-Super
Stories" and will provide firmer,experimental

evidence
of the effect of the suggested

changes -noted,

above.

Preliminary
results suggest that this- is an

excellent
comic. The bettersprint

size, the change

of stimulus patterns
and the high degree of,integration

between picture and print all show very good directional

effects.
It isexpected

that the study will show -hat.

a,major advance in educational
comic book development

has been achieved.
Nevertheless,

something must be done

'about the first story-line
page which remains a genuine ,

turn-off
to all poor 'readers.

t.


